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cycle are more or less fragmentary and their arrangement according to the original narratological sequence has thus been a matter of much discussion over the past eighty years. Pardee has
established that a small fragment (RS 3.364) of which the place in the Baal stories was uncertain
once belonged to the tablet that the majority of scholars have identified as the third of the principal tablets of the six-tablet cycle. What might appear superficially to be a minor join has in fact
far‑reaching implications because it confirms the placement of the tablet in question before the
tablet conventionally identified as the fourth and thus resolves a long-standing controversy on this
point. Though the new join does not fill the gap between the third and fourth tablets (the small
fragment fits at the beginning of the last column of the text on the larger fragment), the presence
in the new composite text of a few rare terms that re-appear near the beginning of the text on the
fourth tablet leave no real doubt as to the proper sequencing of these tablets. The full details of
this join will appear in an article that has been submitted to a festschrift in honor of one of our
former Oriental Institute colleagues.
The study of the Ugaritic texts from Ras Ibn Hani has led to another striking discovery. One
of the most interesting texts from that site is a new song to the goddess Astarte (ªAt≤tartu in
Ugaritic). A preliminary presentation of the text, RIH 98/02, will appear in the acts of a conference celebrating the 75th anniversary of the discovery of Ugarit (Ugarit at Seventy-Five, to be
published by Eisenbrauns). Shortly after completing the copy and preliminary analysis of this
tablet, Pardee, while working in the museum in Damascus, happened across a tablet excavated in
1955 at Ras Shamra (RS 19.039) and was struck by the physical similarity between the two tablets, both exhibiting an extreme “cushion” form, very thick in the middle and rounded at the edges
and the corners. It was too late in that year’s program to take up the detailed study of RS 19.039,
but he returned to it in 2006 and is currently in the process of writing up his report comparing the
two tablets. A series of epigraphic and paleographic features leave little doubt that the two tablets,
both of which deal with the goddess Astarte, were the work of one and the same scribe — the first
clear example of texts from the hand of a single scribe occurring at both sites. This case is decided
by an important number of rarely attested characteristics shared by the two tablets; it may be
hoped that future paleographic research will make it possible for such identifications to be established on the basis of a greater number of less striking points of similarity.

——————————

Clemens D. Reichel
Following the 2006 excavation season at Hamoukar in September and October, and its press release
in January 2007, Clemens D. Reichel was busy with lectures on the new discoveries at Hamoukar. They included presentations at the University of Pittsburgh in December 2006, a symposium
“Archaeology of Conflict” held at George Mason University (March 2007), at Brown University
(March 2007), a membership lecture at the Oriental Institute, the Illinois Arab-American Medical
Association (April 2007), the Mid-America Club, and the South Suburban Archaeological Society
(June 2007). In March, he participated in the symposium held on the occasion of Ray Tindel’s retirement, presenting a lecture (“Digging Old Data”) on the work of the Diyala Project. In May he
gave a lecture on the history of the Diyala expedition called “Lobster for Dinner, Ransom Money
Assured” to the Breasted Society. He also presented two lectures on the topic of divine kingship
in Mesopotamia: “King and Cult: Temples to Deified Kings in Mesopotamia” at the annual meeting of the Midwest Chapter of the American Oriental Society in Beaurbonnais, and “The King is
Dead — Long Live the King: The Last Days of the Shusin Cult at Eshnunna and Its Aftermath” at
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the Oriental Institute’s post-doc conference, “Religion and Power: Divine Kingship in the Ancient
World and Beyond.” Both conferences were held in February, 2007. During 2006/2007, Reichel
continued his cooperation with ARCANE (www.uni-tuebingen.de/arcane/) as Regional Coordinator for Central Mesopotamia.
Reichel is overjoyed by having received a $337,000 grant from the National Endowment for
the Humanities to complete the work on the “Diyala Virtual Archive.” This grant will start in July
2007.

——————————

Seth Richardson
Seth Richardson spent the academic year as a Faculty Research Fellow at the University’s
Franke Institute for the Humanities. The time was largely devoted to research and writing for his
monograph Studies in Late Old Babylonian History: A Historical Analysis of 17th-century Babylonia and the Collapse of the First Dynasty State. The book looks to not only historical and anthropological models of collapse, but also takes some very modern models deriving from political
science, geography, and comparative literature to gain some new perspective on an old problem.
In the fall, he was also busy with co-teaching duties as the Departments of Near Eastern Civilizations and Classics launched a new undergraduate core sequence entitled “Ancient Empires,”
for which he and Museum Director Geoff Emberling co-taught a quarter on the Neo-Assyrian
empire to forty enthusiastic students. The continued meetings of the Ancient Societies Workshop,
for which he is a co-sponsor, also kept him busy. The Workshop hosted fourteen speakers during
the year, speaking on subjects as diverse as the Arab conquest of Damascus, the composition and
historical reliability of the Hebrew Bible book of Chronicles, and servile populations in Kassite
Babylonia — but all attending to the Workshop’s annual theme of historical methodology.
Richardson briefly set some time aside for other projects, including a very enjoyable trip to
the annual meeting of the Association of Ancient Historians, which met at Princeton University
in May, where he delivered a paper on economic regulation in the Old Babylonian period. The
conference provided a welcome opportunity to extend the contacts between ancient Near Eastern
and classical Greco-Roman historical discussions. Also in May, Richardson acted as co-organizer
of a one-day conference on comparative methodological paradigms between the disciplines, entitled Text Envy and Artifact Allure. The conference brought together Africanists, Andeanists,
Americanists, and more to share ideas about how sources and research paradigms tend to form
very different research questions in different areas of the Academy. He was particularly happy to
welcome as part of the event Jerry Cooper from Johns Hopkins and Jan Assmann, already on loan
to Chicago as a visiting scholar from the University of Heidelberg.

——————————

Robert K. Ritner
Robert Ritner’s most visible role during the past year was as the featured speaker of the donors’ reception for the inauguration of Robert Zimmer, incoming President of the University of
Chicago, held at The Field Museum on October 26. His lecture, entitled “Tutankhamun for the
Twenty-first Century: Modern Misreadings of an Ancient Culture,” defended the significance of
ancient Egyptian culture against errors in the popular press and was published online on the Ori130
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